
 

 
 

 

Foundational Skills Collaborative: Creating the Liberal Arts Edge 
 

 

 

Credo Education is developing a foundational skills collaborative to bring together liberal arts colleges 
and employers focused on solving the foundational skills crisis. Credo’s unique approach to the 
college to career transition focuses on helping students build intentionality around foundational 

skills, improve knowledge transfer from courses to the world of work, and develop a personal skills 
narrative for employer interactions.   

 

Foundational Skills Crisis  
The foundational skills crisis is real. According to the AAC&U, 91% of employers state that a candidate’s ability 
to think critically, communicate clearly, and solve complex problems is more important than their 
undergraduate major, but only 30% believe graduates have sufficient skills in these areas.  1

 
This foundational skills crisis has consequences for both students and institutions. Since 1990, 29% of all 
routine jobs (“rule-based” jobs with limited tasks) were lost from the US economy, meaning graduates 
without critical thinking and related skills have much weaker job prospects.  The crisis is also segregating 2

not-for-profit colleges and universities into winners and losers based on quality factors, including return on 
investment, student engagement, and academic resources.  3

 
Credo Education’s research shows that more than 9 out of 10 campuses recognize there is a foundational skills 

crisis and agree that student career readiness directly impacts recruitment, retention, and student success. 

However, only 1 in 10 are successfully making the organizational transitions needed to embed career readiness 

across the student experience.  The impact of the foundational skills crisis is most acute for liberal arts 4

colleges. The breadth of a liberal arts education should be an advantage in the early career transition  but 5

many liberal arts students are unaware of how to communicate the value of their education or how to tell 

their “career readiness story.” 

 

Signaling the Liberal Arts Edge 
Over the last two years, Credo Education has conducted independent work and research with more than 100 

campuses on their foundational skills strategies and with a dozen employer partners on improving the college 

to internship and first job transition. These two streams of work have led Credo Education to a unique 

approach to the college to career transition focused on employer signaling. 
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Unlike resume, internship, or e-portfolio based approaches to job matching which focus on point-in-time 

experiences or work product, Credo’s employer signaling approach focuses on building student intentionality 

around developing career skills, organizing student job or internship searches around personal career skills 

narratives , and leveraging faculty, staff, and peer mentors  to accelerate student activation. 

 

A Foundational Skills Collaborative 
Credo Education is developing a Foundational Skills Collaborative with institutions nationally to build a single, 

integrated employer signaling workflow. The specific goals of the collaborative include:  

 

● Help liberal arts campuses  connect their programming to career readiness in order to increase 

recruitment, retention, and relevance to employers, students, and parents 

● Help employers  build a deeper hiring pipeline of liberal arts students and increase visibility on the 

connection between liberal arts skills and career readiness 

● Create a capture, connect and reflect process across high impact learning experiences to build liberal 

arts students’  intentionality towards career skills readiness 

● Identify strategies for teaching liberal arts students  how to transfer knowledge from coursework to 

real-world experiences and signal achievements to employers through career readiness narratives 

 
Credo is looking for campus and employer partners who are committed to solving the foundational skills crisis 

through development of an employer signaling workflow which links college programming to internships and 

early career opportunities. The collaborative’s work will be carried out through an employer research project 

and a series of in-person and virtual meetings in the later half of 2018. 

 

Deliverables and Expectations 
 

Campus partners  

○ A demonstrated commitment to recruiting focused on a liberal arts-career skills blend and an interest 

in deepening messaging around a “liberal arts edge”  

○ A focus on improving retention and persistence by explicitly linking campus programming to career 

readiness and student intentionality around foundational skills 

○ A commitment to deploying employer signaling (including a capture, connect, reflect process and 

faculty, staff, or peer mentoring) via Credo’s workflow or an existing campus process 

○ An ability to make 4-5 introductions to employers from the campus’ connections in order to rapidly 

build an employer group which will drive the Liberal Arts Edge initiative forward 

 

Employer partners 

○ A demonstrated commitment to recruiting from liberal arts campuses and interest in optimizing 

existing college recruitment processes  

○ An interest in investing staff time and budget resources in the development of an improved liberal arts 

student recruiting pipeline 

○ An existing approach to using employer signaling and student career skills narratives in the college 

recruiting process 
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